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Executive Summary

China is rapidly building cyber ranges that allow cybersecurity teams to test new tools, practice attack and defense, and evaluate the cybersecurity of a particular product or service. Nineteen of China’s 34 provinces are building, or have built, such facilities. Their purposes span from academic to national defense. In short, the presence of these facilities suggests a concerted effort on the part of the government, in partnership with industry and academia, to advance technological research and upskill its cybersecurity workforce—more evidence that China has entered near-peer status in the cyber domain. This report examines five of these 19 facilities that have demonstrable ties to the military or security services. China’s investment in these facilities is in line with what is known about other efforts to bolster the country’s hacking and cybersecurity capabilities. As these facilities mature, network defenders who find themselves in the crosshairs of China’s hacking teams may be subject to attacks that have been rehearsed, tested, and sometimes practiced on replicas of their own networks.

This report finds:

1. China’s cyber ranges facilitate joint exercises between the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and civilians. One competition hosted each year in Chengdu aims to replicate the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) Locked Shields exercise. Teams include representatives from the military, private cybersecurity firms, and critical infrastructure operators. Separately, a defense state-owned enterprise (SOE) makes a “comprehensive space scenario range” available to civilians at an annual cybersecurity competition. Each of these examples demonstrates China’s implementation of military-civil fusion in the cyber domain.

2. Some cyber ranges allow hackers to practice attacking and defending critical infrastructure systems. Two ranges covered in this report provide users with training on industrial control systems within the cyber range; one of which purportedly engages in “national offensive and defensive exercises.” The Office of the Director of National Intelligence’s 2022 unclassified annual threat assessment found that China was “almost certainly [...] capable of launching cyber attacks that would disrupt critical infrastructure services.” These ranges could allow rehearsals and testing of these types of attacks in the future.¹

3. Peng Cheng Laboratory in southern China is using a supercomputer to research artificial intelligence’s (AI) application to cybersecurity. The lab’s partners include the National University of Defense Technology, China’s Key Laboratory
of Science and Technology for National Defense, and Shanghai Jiao Tong University, a university with ties to military hacking teams. The lab has quickly earned the respect of longtime experts in China’s cybersecurity community.

China’s cybersecurity posture will be enhanced by the use of cyber ranges in several ways. First, China’s critical infrastructure, massive data troves, and government agencies will be better defended. Cybersecurity teams with years of experience and hours of practice on a range will be better able to defend against a variety of threats. Second, China’s attacks are likely to increase in efficacy and capability. While there are no indications to date that China has launched a physically destructive or disruptive cyberattack against another country’s critical infrastructure, the ranges covered in this report suggest such a lack of action may be based in policy rather than from a lack of capabilities. Besides making attacks on industrial control systems more feasible, other types of attacks will improve as well. For example, hacking teams have more opportunities to try new tactics, techniques, and procedures.

The cyber ranges discussed in this report are important components of China’s cybersecurity talent pipeline. These ranges’ operators and partners should be monitored, as they include a coterie of offensive and defensive talent that governments must contend with. In considering its “defend forward” mission, the U.S. government should devote additional scrutiny to the cyber ranges with industrial control systems discussed in this report, as the offensive techniques and tools used on those networks could be deployed against U.S. systems in any future conflict. Technology analysts should monitor the research published by affiliates of these institutions, as these publications may illuminate the development of technologies of interest.
Introduction

Cybersecurity depends on a talented workforce. Professionals with years of experience are sought after by information technology teams. Graduates from the best schools often get competing offers for employment. And in a tight U.S. labor market, chief information security officers can earn seven-figure salaries. The same is true for government hackers—talent and experience drive recruitment and hiring.

But not everyone comes into government cybersecurity jobs with the right skills. The needs of the government and businesses are too different for schools to always teach the right skills. Government agencies know this and often provide years of supplemental education. For operators who have their hands on the keyboard, practice is key to their success.

Cyber ranges can help these agencies provide the experiential learning that hackers need. A set of virtual machines—software that creates a computer within a computer—comprise most cyber ranges. Because virtual machines are cheap software to license, a cyber range can quickly grow in size but with little additional cost. The operator can design the range to his or her needs, specifying how the machines are connected, what operating system they use, and even the range’s defenses. The best cyber ranges aim to simulate real computer networks. Few achieve this high standard, and for most users "close" is good enough. The best government-funded cyber ranges can simulate millions of connections.

But cyber ranges do not only let users learn new tools, they also let them practice. Offensive teams that hope to damage or impair physical systems with precision often need to rehearse. Attacking an electrical substation or gas pipeline requires deep knowledge about the target. A cyber range built to emulate that target can help attackers make sure that they are on the right path. Past CSET research demonstrates that industrial networks can be recreated from stolen data; AI may even help attackers understand how to attack these systems.

This survey aligns with other research that demonstrates China’s efforts to solidify its cybersecurity talent pipeline, conduct research on applying AI to computer network attack and defense, and improve China’s overall operational capabilities. Until now, there have been no publicly attributed attacks on cyber-physical systems—like electrical grids, water treatment plants, or other industrial systems—by China. The U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency warned about Chinese hacking campaigns against U.S. pipelines between 2011 and 2013, but did not say they attacked the pipelines. Separately, a rumored attack by Chinese hackers against an
electrical grid in India was quickly dispelled. Some reporting suggests China’s hackers are nevertheless still active on parts of India’s electrical grid, likely allowing them to conduct reconnaissance that would facilitate future attacks. New research on Chinese procurement records and research publications shows Chinese interest in such destructive attacks, following the 2015 attack on Ukraine’s electrical grid. Cyber ranges with relevant hardware would allow Chinese hacking teams to practice attacks on these systems.

This survey analyzes five cyber ranges in China with ties to the PLA or security services; it finds cyber ranges with military influence funded by provincial governments, large strategic investments in supercomputers for AI and cybersecurity research, and an interest in using smart-city technologies and their accompanying cyber ranges to train PLA and civilian teams to work together.

Cyber Ranges in China

Background and Recent Policies

The Chinese Academy of Sciences established China’s first national cyber range in 2010. CAS worked in partnership with universities in Beijing with relevant degree programs, but the outcome of the project, its university partners, and location are unknown. This appears to be China’s first publicly-acknowledged, government-led effort to establish such a facility. Some of China’s best universities, military hacking teams, and private cybersecurity firms likely already had access to cyber ranges, as was the case in the United States before Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) 2008 project to establish the United States’ National Cyber Range.

Cyber ranges within China featured prominently in 2021 in two important ways. First, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology began soliciting public opinions on the drafted Three-Year Action Plan for the High-Quality Development of the Cybersecurity Industry (2021-2023) in July 2021. MIIT policymakers called on the government and industry to build “AI security cyber ranges,” promote research on cyber ranges, use cyber ranges for training, and invest in cyber ranges that can be used to train defenders of China’s futuristic smart cities. MIIT frequently allocates money for research on cyber ranges, including allotments to research partnerships between universities and the PLA Strategic Support Force—the service branch responsible for computer network operations and space systems. In 2019, for example, Guangzhou University and the PLA SSF Information Engineering University received money to create a method to evaluate the efficacy of malware in a cyber range environment.
China issued its second policy addressing cyber ranges a few months later in October 2021.\(^4\) The National Industrial Information Security Development Research Center (国家工业信息安全发展研究中心), a research institute of the MIIT, published a document whose contents were only summarized publicly.\(^5\) In the policy document, titled “Industrial Cyber Range Platform Technology Capability Evaluation Criteria” (工业网络靶场平台技术能力评价标准), policymakers lay out the standards that China’s Industrial Control System cyber ranges should aspire to meet. Available summaries reference standards from companies such as Dragos, KPMG, EY, and Deloitte. Without access to the full document, it is difficult to determine the specificity, enforceability, or the applicability of these standards. What little information is publicly available stresses the close connection between industrial security and China’s future as an automated manufacturing powerhouse.

Figure 1: MIIT slide on Non-Chinese, Private-Sector Cyber Ranges

China, like many countries, has a robust market for cyber range providers. Private sector companies sell services to universities so cybersecurity students can practice their skills. Some companies specialize in supporting critical infrastructure operators, helping electrical grid operators learn how to defend their networks. And still some companies focus on training other private sector employees. Similarly, it is well known that China’s premier military university for hackers—the PLA Information Engineering
University—has a cyber range. This report ignores this range and general-purpose cyber ranges in favor of examining specific ranges with ties to the military and security services.

Potential Cyber Range Uses in China

There are a number of potential uses of cyber ranges. The following have been observed in China:

- Training on new tools and techniques in a controlled environment.
- Practicing attacking and defending industrial control systems.
- Evaluating product cybersecurity—smart cars, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, etc.
- Evaluating the efficacy of cybersecurity/antivirus products. Such evaluations can determine whether the products will detect new attack methodologies or malware. These evaluations can also help attackers evade a target’s defenses. China’s military has been observed purchasing such systems.
- Recreating networks to allow defenders to practice defending those systems and attackers to practice attacking targeted systems.
- Planning attacks using attack graphs, which recreate a network and determine which pathways to a target are least likely to pique the interest of defenders. Some researchers are using an AI technique, reinforcement learning, to determine and optimize these attack paths.
- Replicating smart-city networks for defenders to practice protecting internet-connected infrastructure and surveillance systems.

Smart Cities and Cyber Ranges

One application of cyber ranges observed in China is the development of ranges that represent the city in which they are located. The Chinese Communist Party’s goal to establish smart cities is driving development of these technically impressive cyber ranges. Smart cities are composed of intelligently managed IoT devices, ranging from cars and public transportation to trash receptacles and closed-circuit television cameras, all reporting back to a single “cloud brain.” Although no Chinese city has yet achieved full operational capability, many are making progress.

As China’s municipal leaders realize their goal of creating smart cities, they will also have created an incredibly complex computer network. Successfully defending this
network, where many obscure and insecure IoT devices are connected and managed, will be an incredibly complex task. Cybersecurity professionals already have a difficult time defending corporate networks, which often include only computers, servers, printers, network switches, and the like. A smart city with potentially millions of devices, or hundreds of millions in the case of a city like Shanghai, is much more difficult. While China is undoubtedly concerned about a range of potentially disruptive attacks such as ransomware groups holding an internet-connected city hostage, the ability of foreign governments or dissidents to interfere with its ubiquitous surveillance system is likely another significant concern.

Since 2016, at least six provinces have built smart-city cyber ranges: Chengdu, Tianjin, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Guiyang, and the Guangdong Bay area (a special zone including Hong Kong and Macau). China’s policymakers are increasingly emphasizing the importance of creating “digital twin ranges” (数字孪生靶场). These “digital twin ranges” replicate the smart city’s actual network structure, rather than just creating a generic model. Defenders can then use this cyber range to train against all kinds of potential attacks.

Beijing Integrity Technologies (IntegrityTech), a state-backed leader in cyber range technology, is the leading firm helping cities develop these ranges. After winning a contract to build a cyber range at China’s National Cybersecurity Center in Wuhan, IntegrityTech’s operations have spread across the country. IntegrityTech is the cyber range provider of choice for operators of critical infrastructure, like utility providers. An article in the magazine, China Information Security, published by the Ministry of State Security bureau responsible for hacking operations promoted IntegrityTech’s cyber ranges and featured an interview with its Chief Technical Officer. In discussing previous exercises held on its platform, the CTO noted how “various functional sectors, such as the government, the military, critical information infrastructure operators, and security enterprises, quickly perceive threats in intense confrontational environments, and through coordination and cooperation . . . jointly respond to and deal with security attacks rapidly.” Besides demonstrating the value of cyber ranges, the article drives home the point about China’s cyber strategy. Smart city cyber ranges prepare defenders to respond to threats across large swaths of society’s most critical networks. The CTO’s comments, while illustrative of the cyber range’s capabilities, also demonstrate interest in uniting the military, civilians, and critical infrastructure operators to defend from attacks.
Ranges of Interest

Table 1: Guiyang National Big Data Cyber Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guiyang National Big Data Cyber Range (贵阳国家大数据安全靶场)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Guiyang National Big Data Cyber Range is praised by elements of the PRC defense establishment for its offensive-defensive exercises and national security work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notable Cyber Range Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates Military-Civil Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber + Physical Systems (ICS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research (AI, Product Verification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosts Cybersecurity Competitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSET analysis.

A large complex of four buildings sits at No.1 Data Security Road in Guiyang, China. The Guiyang provincial government started construction of the facility in 2015 and opened it for use in 2016.25 At the time, the facility was just a provincial policy initiative—there was no central planning that required it to be built. In its first year of operation, the facility hosted an inaugural “Big Data Cybersecurity Competition,” which it has held each year since.26 After two years of successful operation, competitions, and partnerships, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) designated the facility as the National Big Data Cyber Range.27 It was a sign that central party officials were impressed by the work of the facility. The CAC’s websites and publications now only use its new title, signifying its adoption by the central party into the national apparatus of government administration.28 The State Administration for Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense (SASTIND) has lauded the cyber range on its website for Guiyang’s commitment to deepening military-civil fusion.29
Although technical specifics about the National Big Data Cyber Range are hard to find, some core capabilities are identified by state-run media. One MIIT publication notes that the cyber range includes facilities that allow for network emulation of industrial hardware. These cyber and physical range facilities are particularly useful because operators can practice attacking and defending the specialized computers responsible for operating critical infrastructure and other internet-connected industrial processes.\textsuperscript{31} \textit{iChina} (中国信息化), an MIIT-affiliated publication, notes the facility’s important contributions to “national offensive and defensive exercises with a focus on supporting the development of technology, product testing and verification, and technological innovation.”\textsuperscript{32}

Other publications highlight how the facility supports China’s cybersecurity talent pipeline and strategic development. Officials credit the cyber range with increasing hands-on experience with computer network attack and defense,\textsuperscript{33} and providing a place where cybersecurity students can receive certificates and licenses for standardized skills.\textsuperscript{34} Increasing the availability and use of these certificates has been a significant push for the central government since 2015.\textsuperscript{35}
Besides facilitating cybersecurity competitions and national strategic exercises, the National Big Data Cyber Range also supports cutting-edge research. One of the only publications available from the facility notes its support in offense-defense exercises for AI and using AI to plan attacks on computer networks.\textsuperscript{36} Noticeably absent are any details of how this would occur. More speculatively, use of the cyber range could itself generate more training data to feed machine learning (ML) models and aid in their development.\textsuperscript{37} The progress and value of such research is still unclear.

The National Big Data Cyber Range is now the anchor for a much larger cybersecurity park within Guiyang. One of China’s state champions for the cybersecurity industry, Qihoo 360, opened an office in the park to provide services to the cyber range and other nearby businesses.\textsuperscript{38} Since the expansion of the surrounding area beginning around 2018, more than 120 technology businesses have moved near the facility.\textsuperscript{39} The collection of many like-minded businesses may yield intangible benefits such as collaboration, overlapping talent pools, and competition that breeds innovation.

Table 2: Chengdu’s PeakGeek Competition & Guangcheng City Cyber Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chengdu’s Peak Geek Competition &amp; Guangcheng City Cyber Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Guangcheng City Cyber Range has attracted significant interest from PRC policymakers seeking to boost military-civilian cooperation in cyberspace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notable Cyber Range Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates Military-Civil Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber + Physical (ICS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSET analysis.

The “Guangcheng City” ("光城市") cyber range is Chengdu’s smart-city cyber range. The range has hosted the “Peak Geek” Cyber Security Skills Challenge ("巅峰极客”网络安全技能挑战赛; "巅峰极客挑战赛") annually since 2019. Organized by SOEs such as China Electronics Technology Group Corporation, its local subsidiary—Chengdu National Information Security and Information Industry Base (成都国信安信息产业基地), and the provincial branch of the Cyberspace Administration of China, Peak Geek
attracted more than 30 participating teams for 32 hours of competition in 2021. Teams competed for control over the cyber range’s simulated “critical infrastructure industries such as electricity, transportation, water conservancy, e-government, and media.” Although the cyber range “simulates key city infrastructure,” it is not clear if it is comprehensive enough to qualify as a “digital twin range.” Such progress would not be surprising, however, as Chengdu’s municipal government subsidizes the development of public security technology platforms—including cyber ranges.

Hype over Guangcheng City in Ministry of State Security publications suggests that the policymakers hope other cities will replicate Chengdu’s success. One article by an MSS publication introduced the Peak Geek competition in the context of the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence cyber exercise Locked Shields. Another article published by the MSS referred to Guangcheng City as the “Zhurihe of cyberspace,” a reference to the Zhurihe Combined Tactical Training Base (朱日和合同战术训练基地) in Inner Mongolia which is “the PLA’s most technologically advanced combined tactical training base, combining computerized battlefield simulations with live-fire training exercises.” According to the CTO of IntegrityTech, Peak Geek participants included teams from civil society, public utilities, and the PLA. The event showcased the capabilities of the Guangcheng City cyber range and demonstrated China’s commitment to implementing military-civil fusion in the cyber domain.

Table 3. Peng Cheng Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peng Cheng Laboratory (鹏城实验室)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With government funding, massive computational capacity, and ties to the military, Peng Cheng Lab will likely be actively used by state hacking teams.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notable Cyber Range Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supercomputer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates Military-Civil Fusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSET analysis.

Led by the Guangdong Provincial Laboratory of Cyberspace Science and Technology and built with funding from the Guangdong provincial and Shenzhen municipal
governments, Peng Cheng Lab aims to provide computational power to groups conducting research on a large number of topics. Based on the lab’s known partnerships (see below), these groups include academics, industry, and military researchers. Peng Cheng Lab enumerated areas of research extends to robotics, virtual reality, smart lasers, and “electromagnetic cognition.” Peng Cheng Lab has built a powerful supercomputer, Cloudbrain-II. Based on available data, Cloudbrain-II is estimated to be half as fast as the world’s fastest supercomputer, Fugaku in Japan. Its most famous contribution to China’s public research so far has been the computational power it provided to train China’s PanGu large language model. Peng Cheng Lab aims to provide similar computation resources to work on cyber ranges and AI and cyber research.

Peng Cheng Lab also hosts cyber ranges for industrial control systems, smart cars, cybersecurity development, and AI. The facility’s work on industrial control systems appears aimed at securing IoT devices used to implement “smart manufacturing”—a policy goal formalized in a recent five-year plan. Smart cars, part of the electric vehicle revolution and a topic of concern in China’s Three-Year Action Plan for the High-Quality Development of the Cybersecurity Industry (2021-2023), receive their own cyber range. The Internet of Vehicles Lab is being built in concert with central government regulators under the China Automotive Technology and Research Center in Tianjin.

Peng Cheng Lab issued contracts to build its AI cyber range within months of opening in 2019. The contracts were quickly followed with public events promoting research on AI in China. The Shenzhen-based lab hosted China’s National AI Competition in late 2020, which counted leaders from the Chinese Academy of Engineering, leading Chinese universities, and private firms among its participants.

Projects focused on cybersecurity advanced just as quickly. Peng Cheng Lab hosted an inaugural conference on cyber range research in mid-2019 and has done so at least once since then. After China’s National Cybersecurity Center for Education and Innovation (国家网络安全人才与创新基地) opened in 2020, Peng Cheng Lab began partnering with the facility. In 2021, Peng Cheng Lab joined the National Cybersecurity Center, Sichuan University, and a cybersecurity park in Qingdao in jointly hosting a cybersecurity competition. Qi An Xin Technology Group, a Chinese cybersecurity company active at the National Cybersecurity Center and one of China’s 20 “invisible champions” of national security technology, may have facilitated Peng Cheng Lab’s engagement—the company won a contract to construct Peng Cheng Lab’s AI cyber range. The lab’s rapid integration into existing cybersecurity and AI research initiatives across the country by Qi An Xin indicate it is taken seriously by other leading
researchers in China. As of yet, such cooperation appears to be organic and not centrally dictated.

The lab’s list of partners is growing rapidly. Since opening its doors in 2019, Peng Cheng Lab has formed research partnerships with other Chinese institutions. The lab partners with 21 universities, 13 research organizations, and 25 businesses or SOEs. Among the organizations participating in the initiative, prominent institutions include several of China’s premier universities, such as Peking University, Tsinghua University, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. One school tied to state-sponsored hacking campaigns and co-located on a PLA base, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, also partners with Peng Cheng Lab. Shanghai Jiao Tong University is also subject to a 2017 agreement with the PLA Strategic Support Force to develop “new combat forces” (新型作战力量). Likewise, China’s National University of Defense Technology and the Key Laboratory of Science and Technology for National Defense are listed among its partnerships with research organizations. The collection of collaborators reads as a who’s who of Chinese high-tech research talent. Peng Cheng Lab names entities like BGI, China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation, China Electronics Corporation, China Electronics Technology Group, iFlyTek, and HiSense among its corporate and defense-SOE partners. The US Department of Commerce has listed many of these businesses on its Entity List.

Of the cyber ranges discussed in this report, Peng Cheng Lab stands out for its association with Li Jianhua (李建华), a professor at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Li currently runs a PLA-affiliated lab which researches the applications of AI to cybersecurity research for both offensive and defensive purposes. His work is also featured in Robot Hacking Games, China’s version of DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge.

Li is one of China’s leading experts on cyber policy. In 2018, he published an article extolling the importance of cyber ranges and offered a detailed path for successful development. Li argued that the ability to rapidly recreate networks is critically important, a capability which can facilitate attack planning. He specifically suggested the use of AI to aid both defenders in detecting intrusions and in “decision making” during range operations.

Given Li’s prominence, his involvement in Peng Cheng Lab suggests it is among the more sophisticated cyber ranges developed by China. His involvement, his school’s history of working with China’s security services, the technical capabilities of the lab, and the lab’s partnership with military institutions indicate it may be used by the PLA to practice offensive operations. Li’s institution, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, is listed
among the lab’s strategic partners, alongside defense-SOE and the PLA’s National University of Defense Technology. Further, given Li’s focus on AI and ties to the security services, Peng Cheng Lab is well-situated to enable AI-aided attack planning. One possible scenario would allow offensive operators to further hone their attacks by applying machine learning to attack simulations made possible by the range.

Table 4. Zhejiang Lab, Zhejiang Province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zhejiang Lab, Zhejiang Province (之江实验室)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The confluence of cybersecurity talent, funders of AI research, and military organizations points to significant work underway at the lab.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notable Cyber Range Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates Military-Civil Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research (AI, Software Vulnerability Discovery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber + Physical (ICS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSET analysis.

Zhejiang Lab is an active participant in China’s AI-research ecosystem and home to a cyber range. The lab hosts competitions for AI researchers, participates in collaborative research, and is a member of China’s Artificial Intelligence Industry Alliance. Zhejiang Lab operates as a partnership between the Zhejiang provincial government; Zhejiang University, a favored place for state hacking teams to recruit talent; and Alibaba. A committee responsible for overseeing the lab’s advancement of key technologies includes representation from the China Electronics and Technology Group Corporation, the same Guangdong provincial science and technology lab that funded Peng Cheng Lab, and China’s National University of Defense Technology.

Zhejiang Lab’s work is varied, including both traditional cybersecurity work and more cutting-edge research at the intersection of AI and software security. Job postings on the Zhejiang provincial government’s human resources website express the need for applicants to Zhejiang Lab to be able to create cyber ranges. Cybersecurity company Qi An Xin, which established Peng Cheng Lab’s AI cyber range, is working with Zhejiang Lab to research the attack and defense of industrial control systems. These ICS-specific cyber ranges are particularly useful because they often include actual
industrial hardware, increasing the accuracy and reliability of their tests. Separately, Zhejiang Lab penned an agreement with one of two universities operating at China’s National Cybersecurity Center in Wuhan to conduct research on AI for cybersecurity. The two institutions will research the use of AI for software vulnerability discovery—a tool that is the focus of China’s Robot Hacking Games and is a research focus for many schools tied to state hacking teams.

Table 5. CASIC’s Comprehensive Space Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides civilian operators the opportunity to practice attack and defense on space assets built by one of China’s Defense-SOEs and the PLA’s leading supplier of space kit. The range likely supports research and exercises conducted by CASIC affiliated research institutes year-round.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notable Cyber Range Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates Military-Civil Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosts Cybersecurity Competitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CSET analysis.

China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), a defense SOE, provided a comprehensive space scenario to competitors at an annual industrial security competition in late 2021. Technical details about the cyber range in which the competition took place are sparse. It is unclear if the range includes a single satellite, a constellation of satellites, or other space assets, and whether these are on-orbit or simulated. CASIC provides China’s military with satellites, microsatellites, missiles, anti-satellite systems, and other space or aerospace systems. Teams from utility providers and the private sector practiced attacking the space assets, as well as electrical grids, water treatment plants, and transportation networks.

None of the competitors were from the PLA, but some cybersecurity firms that train PLA hackers, such as Beijing Topsec Technologies, as well as those who supported the construction of China’s National Cybersecurity Center and have a history of patriotic hacking, such as NSFOCUS, did participate in the competition. In China, where military strategists plan for civilian hackers to join forces with the military in the event of war, civilian access to a cyber range for attack and defense of space assets takes on new meaning. Rather than just another exhibit at a public competition, the range
represents a tool of military preparedness and a potent example of China’s military-civil fusion.

When the range is not being showcased at public events, it likely facilitates research done on the attack and defense of space-based assets by researchers working for CASIC. Two research institutes lead the way on such research. CASIC’s 304 Research Institute hosts its “Space Flight Escort Team” (飞航护卫队), which competed in the public competition discuss above. The 304 Research Institute’s organization chart shows departments like “Software Evaluation Division, Cyber and Information Security Division, and Military Informatization Division.” Separately, CASIC’s 706 Research Institute hosts its “Tianjun” (天钧) hacking team, which may be responsible for the cybersecurity and defense of China’s space assets. The Tianjun team wins national cybersecurity competitions and has attracted the attention of some policymakers. The manager of Tianjun won Beijing’s 2022 Capitol Labor Union Award for meritocratic service. State media noted the manager’s affinity for software vulnerability discovery.

CASIC is well-positioned to help the PLA. In 2017, CASIC signed an agreement with the PLA SSF to support the development of “new combat forces.” The agreement between CASIC, eight other institutions, and the military, aims to provide the PLA SSF with a talent pipeline for cybersecurity professionals. In the event of armed conflict, China could quickly call upon civilians in reserve, working at defense SOEs, critical infrastructure providers, or elsewhere, to work alongside the military to attack targets and defend assets, including satellites.
Conclusion

The development of China’s cyber ranges highlights how its military-civil fusion strategy is applied to the cyber domain, leveraging academic institutions, companies and government labs/entities to work toward a central goal. These ranges not only provide the opportunity for civilian organizations and the military to practice their skills together, but they also consistently engage in national security related research in areas such as applying machine learning frameworks to software vulnerability discovery, applying AI to cyber attack and defense, and developing attack and defense methodologies for industrial control systems.

The growth of China’s cyber ranges is not accidental. Central policymakers signaled their interest in cyber ranges for education, training, AI development, and testing in China’s most recent development plan for the cybersecurity sector. Consequently, municipal and provincial governments funded the development of cyber ranges with sometimes significant subsidies in alignment with Beijing’s political mandate. Other cyber ranges included in the appendix receive similar funding across China. The decentralized approach to investment supports innovation by provincial governments and increases opportunities for cooperation and collaboration between the military and civilians.

Cyber ranges are key to training the next generation of talent to defend, and potentially attack, critical infrastructure. China—through the development of its ranges—is providing a venue for testing and exercising the tools and techniques to attack and defend critical infrastructure while developing the technical talent to execute these operations. Although no cybersecurity firms or governments have yet attributed a disruptive or destructive attack on industrial control systems to China, this report on its cyber ranges demonstrates that the PLA has the capabilities to do active research in this area and could be postured to conduct such attacks in the future. New research on Chinese procurement records and research publications shows Chinese interest in procuring the capabilities for such destructive attacks, following the 2015 attack on Ukraine’s electrical grid. China’s interest in having that capability is likely driving those requests.

As new cyber range capabilities develop and mature, the lessons learned from their use will provide more policy options to Beijing. Competition among states for influence and power in China’s near-abroad will continue to shape Beijing’s policy in the region. Besides positive incentives that induce cooperation, such as trade deals, disincentives—like potentially learning that Beijing has implanted destructive malware on your country’s electrical grids—bolster China’s ability to compel other countries.
Although the time and place of future cyber operations is hard to predict, the scope and scale of China’s operational capabilities is growing. Investment precedes capabilities, and China has invested.
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## Appendix: Other Cyber Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/3E5G-TZBQ">https://perma.cc/3E5G-TZBQ</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/5QTH-THUS">https://perma.cc/5QTH-THUS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongqing</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/Y2US-FYXP">https://perma.cc/Y2US-FYXP</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujian</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/5LSX-AB8E">https://perma.cc/5LSX-AB8E</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/Z6RZ-ESAS">https://perma.cc/Z6RZ-ESAS</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henan</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/RD5S-XU5L">https://perma.cc/RD5S-XU5L</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubei</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/DL3X-PBYE">https://perma.cc/DL3X-PBYE</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong SAR</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/EFP7-M83C">https://perma.cc/EFP7-M83C</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/4878-HKBE">https://perma.cc/4878-HKBE</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangxi</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/7NUZ-VSDP">https://perma.cc/7NUZ-VSDP</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liaoning</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/86X8-E8YN">https://perma.cc/86X8-E8YN</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/YCJ2-4QX7">https://perma.cc/YCJ2-4QX7</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaanxi</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/S298-EHGB">https://perma.cc/S298-EHGB</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sichuan</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/3VEL-KNJL">https://perma.cc/3VEL-KNJL</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/N9BU-K594">https://perma.cc/N9BU-K594</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/986X-P72H">https://perma.cc/986X-P72H</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/YE75-AUUR">https://perma.cc/YE75-AUUR</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td><a href="https://perma.cc/8TQZ-GZRK">https://perma.cc/8TQZ-GZRK</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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